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“Spectrum was our trusted advisor during SPM tool evalua7on. Later, we picked Spectrum for IBM SPM
implementa7on, and they con7nue to be our partner for support and enhancements. We lean upon Spectrum
for valuable SPM insight and exper7se. Their customer service is fantas7c!”

– Jack Auyeung, Senior Sales Compensation Analyst

Background
Creating innovative, high-performance golf equipment is a challenge. It calls for a profound understanding of the game and
those who play it. It requires intelligence, imagination and deep R&D resources. Above all, it demands a relentless commitment
to be the best. You have to resist following and insist on leading. That’s what Callaway does.

It was clear that Callaway Golf needed to automate Sales Compensation.

Challenges
Being a retail organization Callaway Golf has a high volume of transactions. Commissions on their products can change due to
many dynamic variables. The variables that determine the payout rate for a product include seasonality, the product’s age,
applied discounts, direct sale or to retail locations, golf tournament pop-ups, etc.
The manual process of calculating commissions was lengthy due to the large volume of transactions involved. All the channels
in which items were being sold had to be collated weekly without understanding the deltas between pay periods. Distribution of
sales and commission information to sales reps was limited to summary information with little or no traceability.
This created a challenge where the retail organization had to be responsive to market needs and plan changes.
Another issue was that individuals in the Sales organization had different preferences when it came to viewing their commission
information. Some preferred tabular views while others preferred graphical representations. The information needed to be
presented in a single snapshot that was easy to understand and digest for all people. Ultimately this representation allowed a
Salesperson to have an immediate understanding of their plan and where to focus their sales strategy.
Finally, it was necessary for the system to be self-managed by Callaway Golf after implementation, meaning Spectrum had to
keep the Administration of the system in mind from the beginning of design.
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A priority for Callaway Golf was to acquire a scalable solution that would not require
multiple updates for the dynamic sales created, along with an ability to manually
override specific rates and sales variables on a case by case basis for their
customers.
A dynamic Sales Performance Commission Compensation system was built to
accomplish Callaway’s transactional calculations and display results on a Sales
Performance online portal within a fraction of the time.
Spectrum created a digestible online portal that allowed a Salesperson to view their
performance at any given moment. The portal displayed visual representations of
sales performance accompanied with refined performance data.
Callaway Golf decided to work with Spectrum because we had a clear understanding
of Callaway’s business needs. From the very first discussions Spectrum was
providing prototype solutions to fit the business needs, immediately bringing their
Sales Performance Management and Incentive Compensation Management
knowledge and experience to deliver the system that Callaway Golf needed.

CHALLENGES
Being able to assign
transactions to
continuously
changing retail
locations

Benefits
Callaway Golf can now complete commission compensation in a timely manner.
Commissions are accurate and much of the processes are now automated. The
overall effort to calculate commission is reduced allowing the Administration team
to focus on other tasks such as analytics.
Spectrum trained and enabled Callaway Golf to self-maintain their Sales
Compensation system. In addition, they can now handle any enhancements to
reporting displays, compensation calculations, plan changes and more without
assistance, in addition to providing a wealth of Sales Performance information
that is now delivered to their sales representatives in a timely manner.
Spectrum facilitated efficiency to the entire Sales Compensation and surrounding
processes at Callaway Golf. Sales representatives can now digest their sales
performance quickly by themselves to render self-growth. This has made
Callaway’s team self-reliant and reduced the overall administrative costs
significantly.

How Spectrum Helped
‣

Built a robust flexible Sales Performance solution.

‣

Guided and assisted teams to keep priorities and milestones on
track.

‣

During the project there were organization changes on
Callaway’s team. Spectrum assisted in making sure that the
transition of new Callaway Golf team members onto the project
did not hinder deliverables.

‣

The solution was built to be reliable and scalable in their
evolving retail market. The solution maintains the ability to run
all data in a timely manner without delay so the representatives
can utilize their current sales performance.

‣

Provided training and support to ensure that Callaway Golf was
self-sufficient upon completion of the project.
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Key points
- Self Sufficiency Post Go Live
- Scalability
- Reduced time to pay

About Callaway Golf
Callaway Golf is a golf industry leader led by passion for the game and high-quality
equipment. Spanning over 70 countries with the US being the largest, they offer a wide
range of golfing products from shoes, to clubs and accessories. Founded in 1982, they
continue to adapt to an evolving market.

About Spectrum
SpectrumTek is a global leader in Corporate and Sales Performance Management
Services.
The Sales Performance Management (SPM) group is composed of a highly skilled team
of professionals who are 100% dedicated to providing technology and business
consulting services in planning, automating, and improving SPM business processes,
most notably Sales Compensation. The range of services includes – technology
selection, system implementation, managed services and post-go-live support.
Since 2010, as a Certified Partner of Varicent, SpectrumTek has helped companies in a
wide range of industries such as Technology, Manufacturing, Financial Services, Medical
Devices and many others.
SpectrumTek, founded in 2010, is headquartered in Sunnyvale, CA with branch offices in
Seattle, Boston and Mumbai.
www.spectrumtek.com
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